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Today is the first clip in history where four coevalss are in the workplace at 

the same time. With a bulk of workers making retirement age the work force 

will be taken over by employees who will be taking to get down their ain 

households. Today most families have both ma and pa in the work force 

working to supply an income as times have changed from merely one 

partner working. The challenge for employers is to remain competitory with 

those that offer day care as a benefit. West View wants to do paces as the 

employer of pick and wants to be able to offer the best kid attention for their 

valued employees. Until late, a company ‘ s most valuable assets were its 

workss, belongingss, procedures, and equipment. Senior corporate 

executives could kip soundly cognizing that these assets were locked up 

firmly each dark and would be at that place the following forenoon. Today, 

these executives are keenly cognizant that their house ‘ s most valuable plus

is the learning ability of its employees, who leave each twenty-four hours 

and may non return. Today ‘ s tight labour markets about equal Numberss of

work forces and adult females in the work force, and portable corporate 

assets workers brainpower require new attacks to human resource direction. 

The old attack of thought of labour as a cost that must be minimized has 

been replaced with a new attack labour is a resource that you need to pull 

off for your concern to win. 

About twenty old ages of economic prosperity have made workers want 

more from their occupations than a payroll check to purchase nutrient, 

shelter, and vesture. They are seeking disputing work and a sense that what 
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they do affairs and do the universe a better topographic point. To hang onto 

their most valued plus, their workers heads, an increasing figure of concerns 

have begun to offer their workers employer sponsored plans such as extra 

instruction, flextime, compressed work hebdomads, and kid attention. As an 

employer one of your greatest challenges is to see your concern benefit from

the best your employees have to offer. Productive workers make for happy 

clients who help a concern maintain its competitory border in the market. 

Employee absenteeism, low morale, indifference, and turnover carry 

important costs to employers. In contrast, employee committedness, high 

morale, enthusiasm, and a personal investing in their work translate into 

important benefits for employers and their clients. Support of workplace 

friendly policies is an investing that clearly affects the bottom line of all 

concerns. Business support of kid attention plans is a clear underside line 

investing. A good kid attention plan can besides function as a selling tool for 

improved community dealingss. Support of kid attention plans consequences

in immediate benefits through important additions in employee dedication, 

productiveness, motive and decreases turnover and absenteeism. The cost 

of absenteeism due to child attention struggles has been estimated at eight 

to nine yearss per twelvemonth ( Emlen and Koren 1984 ) . The type of 

support you provide depends on the size of your concern and the nature of 

your work force. Supplying support for the kid attention demands of 

employees makes good concern sense. No “ one-size-fits-all ” solution exists.

Every concern should do a careful appraisal of its demands, and of the types 

and handiness of local resources that could be integrated into a kid attention

program. When employees feel their employers support their household 

lives, they are more satisfied with their occupations, more loyal to their 
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company, more committed to its success, and more likely to stay with the 

company. Support of workplace friendly policies is an investing that clearly 

affects the bottom line of all concerns. Implementing an alternate work 

agenda is another option for West View. Employees adjust their reaching and

going times to run into their single demands alternatively of working a 

normal five-day hebdomad. 

An employer must carefully analyze the demands of its work force, and its 

ain ability to run into those demands when originating dependent attention 

schemes. West View is traveling to carry on a 12 measure appraisal of all 

facets of get downing a kid attention centre. First, West View must carry on a

needs appraisal among employees to find involvement in this type of plan. 

Second, the concern will see set uping a direction employee commission to 

assist be after the plan or service. A joint direction employee commission 

can further a sense of plan ownership among employees and supply a forum 

for them to give input into design characteristics of the plan or service. 

( Beierlein, J. G. , & A ; Van Horn, J. E. 1991 ) . 

The 3rd measure West View needs to take is to find plan characteristics. The 

plan characteristics selected should be based on informations obtained from 

the demands appraisal, including the followers: figure of kids 

accommodated, degree of quality, sum of subsidy, hours of operation, 

staffing forms, nutrient service, age groups, sizes of groups, and kid to staff 

ratios. 

Fourth, West View will develop an educational plan. Decisions about the plan 

should include the undermentioned: doctrine ; degree of quality ; educational
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ends for the staff, including initial makings and ongoing preparation ; and 

curriculum activities for the different ages of kids. 

Fifth, West View needs to choose the type of installation. Management will 

make up one’s mind whether the installation to be provided will be a new 

construction or a redevelopment of an bing installation. An designer can be 

hired to develop working designs in cooperation with a kid attention 

specializer, and to supervise building or redevelopment. Both advisors will be

necessary to plan a successful installation. 

The 6th measure in West View ‘ s pursuit for a kid attention centre is to 

choose the site. Employer sponsored kid attention centres are frequently 

located near the workplace, or they may be geographically separate from 

the patronizing company but next to the work site. The undermentioned 

standards should be considered in site choice and design: 60 to about one 

hundred square pess of indoor infinite per kid, sooner on the land floor, and 

about 75 to one hundred square pess of out-of-door infinite. 

The 7th measure is holding a legal construction. A separate legal 

construction created for the plan gives West View, the employer, some 

distance from the plan and thereby lessens the exposure to liability. The 

centre can be a section of the corporation or a unit within a section, a 

entirely owned subordinate, or a separate corporation either for net income 

or not-for-profit. The corporation can besides farm out the operation of an in-

house centre to an outside kid attention operator. The control or liability 

continuum should act upon the legal construction that the employer selects. 

The employer, may desire direct control over quality and other facets of the 
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plan ; nevertheless, the more control the employer exercises, the greater the

possible liability. ( Beierlein, J. G. , & A ; Van Horn, J. E. 1991 ) . 

When farm outing a plan operation to a kid attention operator, the first 

degree of liability is carried by the operator. Another option to see is 

integrating the parents as a non-profit-making parents association to 

supervise the disposal of the kid attention centre. If a kid attention centre is 

defined as not-for-profit, it may measure up for revenue enhancement 

exempt position under subdivision 501c3 of the Internal Revenue Service 

codification. The plan is so eligible to have revenue enhancement deductible 

contributions and certain grants. This association would be responsible for 

undertaking with a supplier and supervising the safety and quality of 

attention. 

The 8th measure is looking at start up costs including wages and benefits for

forces involved in puting up the centre or who may necessitate preparation ; 

licensing fees and other needed licenses ; equipment costs ; new building 

costs per square pes ; infinite demands per kid, every bit good as parking 

infinite, resort area infinite, and selling costs such as promotional stuffs, 

meetings, newssheets, and audience and design fees. Operating losingss 

may go on due to under registration at the beginning of the plan. These 

losingss can be considered portion of start-up costs. The operating budget 

should include such points as instruction and administrative wages, benefits,

staff preparation, installation and evidences direction and care, equipment 

and supplies, insurance, transit, nutrient service, advertisement, replacing 

militias, and assorted disbursals. 
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A centre that offers high-quality service could really pass 70 to 80 per 

centum of its income on paysheet which is the largest budget outgo. Monthly

and one-year runing budgets should be prepared with the aid of person who 

understands the kid attention industry. The budgets should take registration 

premises and bad debt premises into consideration. The budgets must 

besides cover true and accurate costs. A cost/benefit analysis should be 

conducted that compares short-run start-up costs and long-run operating 

costs with the enlisting, absenteeism, productiveness, and turnover 

advantages that an on-site or off-site centre will supply. ( Beierlein, J. G. , & A

; Van Horn, J. E. 1991 ) . 

Step nine is holding a selling scheme. The run may include notices to 

employees, booklets, unfastened house Tourss, when parents may be 

altering child attention agreements, and the proclamation of a centre 

opening day of the month in the autumn. A promotion run is advisable to pull

employees rapidly, so the centre can run cost-efficiently every bit shortly as 

possible. 

The 10th measure is disposal. Administrative duties for a kid attention centre

include the undermentioned: forces policies and processs ; admittance, be 

aftering course of study and activities ; and maintaining records on fundss, 

kids, and direction determinations ; oversing operations ; and managing 

employer centre dealingss, community dealingss, and promotion. Fixing a 

developmentally appropriate educational course of study which seamsters 

day-to-day activities to the demands of single kids is indispensable, along 

with guaranting quality. 
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The 11th measure would be acquiring a licence. West View needs to secure 

all licences and licenses required by the province to open and keep the 

centre. 

The twelfth and concluding measure is to measure the plan. Program rating 

assesses the grade to which the kid attention plan fulfills its prescribed ends 

and determines whether the ends are being met cost efficaciously. Periodic 

plan rating can nail problem countries and let decision makers to better plan 

quality and do it more cost effectual. 

A commission of interested West View employees was impaneled to garner 

the information necessary to efficaciously be after and implement this 

undertaking. The commission was composed of representatives from senior 

direction and many sections: human resources, ordinance, legal, hazard 

direction, research, and disposal. ( Thayer, C. Thomas 1993 ) . The end for 

West View is to supply quality attention and a acquisition environment for 

kids. 

The first measure was to find the bing demand for kid attention. The human 

resources section records provided demographic information on the bing 

work force and projected tendencies. The information showed that the 

overpowering bulk of central offices staff was married and within child-

rearing ages, and the figure of females fall ining the staff was increasing 

quickly. The hazard direction section reviewed its records to gauge the figure

of kids that were possible campaigners for kid attention. A study of day care 

installations within an eight-mile radius identified ten bing centres, which led

the West View be aftering group to believe that the market might non back 
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up an extra installation. Site visits to each installation revealed that about all

centres were at or near capacity and many had a waiting list for 

admittances. Facility designs ranged from the predominant renovated 

residential constructions to the more traditional schoolhouse schoolroom 

puting. Curriculum, activities and staffing varied from boisterous drama 

centres to extremely structured acquisition centres. The West View 

demographic informations combined with the study of bing nearby centres 

suggested that the market could suit another installation. To formalize this 

premise and to supply some basic information on the kid attention needs, 

wants and outlooks of staff, a demands study was distributed to the central 

offices ‘ employees. The correspondence with the study questionnaire 

communicated West View ‘ s desire to supply day care services, if desirable 

and executable, and the fact that it could non subvention the building or 

operation of a installation nor subsidise fees for those employees taking to 

take part. The study consequences made it clear that day care was desired 

and needed: virtually every employee with preschool kids was interested in 

on-site attention and was committed to puting his or her kid in the 

installation, depending on the quality of attention and the cost. A few 

respondents were really much in favour of the thought but could non 

perpetrate to traveling their kids from their present day care state of affairs. 

The study besides indicated that more than one one-fourth of enrolled kids 

would be babies. Research stressed the demand for a flexible edifice design 

to suit the altering age groups in day care. Despite a strong demand for 

afterschool attention for simple kids, this characteristic was non considered 

executable due to the trouble and costs of transporting kids from the schools

to the child-care installation. It did look executable, nevertheless, to supply 
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twenty-four hours cantonment services for simple kids during vacations and 

summers. The contrivers became positive that the day care undertaking 

could win if West View staff could construction a proper solicitation 

instrument and manage all of the concern considerations. 

One option would be a pool centre in which a figure of employers come 

together on an industrial or geographic footing and pool their resources to 

construct and/or run a kid attention centre. Consortium members by and 

large portion start-up costs and in return receive precedence registration for 

their employees ‘ kids. The sum of control that a corporate pool member 

wants to exercise over the child attention plan may hold deductions for 

corporate liability. A new non-profit-making bureau may be established to 

supply the kid attention, and lending corporations may supply board 

members for the kid attention bureau if they wish. Sometimes a specific 

figure of slots are set aside for each company ; in other cases, agreements 

for pool members are more informal. Member corporations may besides take

to subsidise their employees ‘ fees through a verifier or reimbursement plan.

Operating costs, nevertheless, are normally funded through a combination of

parent fees and parts from the employers. The advantages of the pool centre

are: resources, liability, and cost sharing ; big size of the combined labour 

force protects the centre from long-run under registration ; and even little 

employers can take part. Disadvantages of utilizing the pool centre are that 

enlisting and public dealingss value may be reduced ; plan may be able to 

function merely a limited figure of employees from each take parting 

company, thining the direction value ; and it may affect complicated 

dialogues among companies. 
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Dependent Care Assistance Plans for kid attention take three primary 

signifiers: Employers place money into single histories for employees to 

countervail the costs of kid attention, in add-on to an employee ‘ s current 

wage and benefits. A voluntary salary decrease program in which the 

employer and employee agree to cut down the employee ‘ s income by a 

certain sum up to $ 5, 000 per twelvemonth of pre-tax net incomes. It is 

placed in a flexible disbursement history to pay for eligible kid attention 

disbursals or combination of both. The kid attention services allowed under a

dependent attention aid plan include at a kid attention centre for kids less 

than 15 old ages of age, at the parent ‘ s place, or at another individual ‘ s 

place. If the kid attention plan is in another individual ‘ s place or in a kid 

attention centre, it must be either registered or licensed. One major benefit 

of Dependent Care Assistance Plans is to cut down revenue enhancement 

liability for both the employer and employee. Employers are non required to 

pay Social Security or unemployment revenue enhancements on the 

financess placed in the history, nor are employees required to pay federal or 

Social Security revenue enhancements on the salary put in the history. 

Dependent Care Assistance Plans are viewed by the Internal Revenue 

Service ( IRS ) as a benefit and therefore are non included in the employee ‘ 

s nonexempt income, every bit long as the employer qualifies as a 

Dependent Care Assistance Program supplier as described in Section 129 of 

the Internal Revenue Code. Other Dependent Care Assistance Plans besides 

ensures that financess are available to run into employees ‘ kid attention 

disbursals. The program is a good public dealingss tool, improves employee 

dealingss and allows the employer to budget disbursals. The cardinal 
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disadvantage is the use- it-or-lose-it policy could adversely impact employee 

morale. 

Business can besides utilize the Reimbursement system: Employees choose 

the kid attention agreement best suited to their demands ( e. g. kid attention

centre, household kid attention place, after-school plan ) and so have a 

reimbursement from the company for some part of the costs. In a Voucher 

system, employers contract with kid attention suppliers or kid attention 

centres in the community for services for their employees. Parents are given 

verifiers for portion of or all their kid attention costs and the kid attention 

plans redeem the verifiers for payment through the employer. Employees 

like this system because it gives individualised picks in choosing a kid 

attention bureau that meets personal standards for location, hours of 

operation, and quality of kid attention. In add-on verifier or reimbursements 

give employees considerable latitude in supplying a good tantrum between 

their kid attention demands and the available kid attention services. The 

advantages of utilizing the verifier or reimbursement system are: low start-

up cost ; about all of the money spent goes straight into supplying kid 

attention services, utile to an employer with many concern locations or a 

really little or really big work force ; broad scope of picks and leting parents 

to do their ain agreements ; service to a broad age group of kids ; involves 

comparatively small employer liability ; employer does non acquire involved 

in the kid attention concern ; and bing community resources are utilised. 

Some of the down falls with utilizing the verifier or reimbursement system 

are: low visibleness for the company ; less effectual as a enlisting tool than a

direct service ; child attention may non be available at hours that match 
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employees ‘ work agendas ; merely the cost of attention is straight affected. 

Not a far-reaching solution in a community that has extra kid attention jobs, 

such as hapless quality, low visibleness, or low supply. The company may 

stop up back uping a kid attention plan that is non of high quality, which may

make exposure to liability. 

West View could look at the Purchase of Space Program. The employer 

arranges to “ have ” a specified figure of infinites in a local kid attention 

plan. Parent fees may cover most or all of the cost of any infinites used, but 

the company typically covers all or a part of the cost of the fresh infinites so 

that the plan can afford to maintain the infinites open for the company. 

( Gebeke, D. , Jacobson, S. , McCaul, H. May 1997 ) . 

The Discount Program is where the employer arranges for employees to hold

a fee lower than that typically charged. An employer can do this agreement 

with a individual kid attention plan or several plans. The difference in fees is 

normally absorbed by the company through a fiscal part to the plan. Some 

plans that would non be full without the employer ‘ s backing may offer a 

price reduction that is greater than the employer ‘ s part. Discretion should 

be used in these instances ; such plans may non be wholly filled because of 

their hapless quality. Either of these picks provide employees with 

consistent, dependable entree to child attention services and may supply the

services at a price reduction. Advantages of utilizing the price reduction plan

or purchase plan are: no capital investing or start-up costs provide child 

attention at an low-cost monetary value, requires minimum direction and 

administrative duty. Ideal for little companies with comparatively few 

employees and for big companies with little units, extra infinites can be 
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purchased as more employees apply for the price reduction and attracts 

positive public dealingss because of the company ‘ s support of bing plans in 

the community. The disadvantages of utilizing the price reduction or 

purchase of infinite plan are that it may be viewed as negative public 

dealingss because of the company ‘ s support is an unjust indorsement of 

certain kid attention suppliers in the local community. 

West View would wish to hold an on-site centre. Employers normally pay all 

start-up costs ; any operating losingss that occur in the early phases of the 

centre before it is to the full enrolled ; and some part of the on-going 

operational disbursals. Parent fees cover the balance of the centre ‘ s 

operating disbursals. An on-site centre could be sponsored by an employer 

or brotherhood at the work site or at another location. The centre can be 

operated by the employer or by a non-profit-making or for-profit kid attention

supplier. These centres can function babies every bit immature as six 

hebdomads old to five twelvemonth old prekindergarten kids for full-day 

attention. ( Bergmann R Barbara, Helburn Wiggans Suzanne 2003 ) . Some 

centres besides care for school-age kids before and after school if transit is 

available and the schools are nearby, on school vacations, and during the 

summer. These centres besides can include exigency or drop-in attention for 

employees who usually use other kid attention agreements but whose 

agreements have fallen through for the twenty-four hours. Usually centers 

operate between the hours of 6: 30 A. M. and 6: 30 P. M. , although those 

sponsored by employers are sometimes unfastened during eventides, 

weekends, and legal vacations to run into employee demands. The clear cut 

advantages of holding an on-site centre are that it improves the quality of 
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employees ‘ work and productiveness by relieving anxiousness about their 

kids while they are working and it allows parents to pass clip with their kids 

during the twenty-four hours, such as during repasts or interruptions ; 

attracts and retains employees ; and improves morale by showing that the 

employer cares about employees. Last but non least it cuts absenteeism and

tardiness caused by undependable kid attention agreements. One large 

hurdle to get the better of is start-up support must be provided which may 

necessitate a larger investing than some other options. 

COURSES OF ACTION 

A pool centre is when a figure of employers come together on an industrial 

or geographic footing and pool their resources to construct and or run a kid 

attention centre. Consortium members by and large portion start up costs 

and in return receive precedence registration for their employees ‘ kids. The 

sum of control that a corporate pool member wants to exercise over the 

child attention plan may hold deductions for corporate liability. A new non-

profit-making bureau may be established to supply the kid attention, and 

lending corporations may supply board members for the kid attention bureau

if they wish. Sometimes a specific figure of slots are set aside for each 

company ; in other cases, agreements for pool members are more informal. 

Member corporations may besides take to subsidise their employees ‘ fees 

through a verifier or reimbursement plan. Operating costs, nevertheless, are 

normally funded through a combination of parent fees and parts from the 

employers. The advantages of the pool centre are: resources, liability, costs 

are shared, big size of the combined labour force protects the centre from 

long-run under registration and even little employers can take part. 
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For an on-site day care centre, employers normally pay all start-up costs ; 

any operating losingss that occur in the early phases of the centre before it 

is to the full enrolled ; and some part of the on-going operational disbursals. 

Parent fees cover the balance of the centre ‘ s operating disbursals. An on-

site centre sponsored by an employer or brotherhood at the work site or at 

another location. The centre can be operated by the employer or by a non-

profit-making or for-profit kid attention supplier. These centres can function 

babies every bit immature as six hebdomads old to five-year-old 

prekindergarten kids for full-day attention. Some centres besides care for 

school-age kids before and after school if transit is available and the schools 

are nearby, on school vacations, and during the summer. ( Gebeke, D. , 

Jacobson, S. , McCaul, H. May 1997 ) . These centres besides can include 

exigency or drop-in attention for employees who usually use other kid 

attention agreements but whose agreements have fallen through for the 

twenty-four hours. Usually centers operate between the hours of 6: 30 A. M. 

and 6: 30 P. M. , although those sponsored by employers are sometimes 

unfastened during eventides, weekends, and legal vacations to run into 

employee demands. 

A 

A 
Recommendation 

The clear cut advantages of holding an on-site centre are that it improves 

the quality of employees work and productiveness by relieving anxiousness 

about their kids while they are working ; allows parents to pass clip with their

kids during the twenty-four hours, such as during repasts or interruptions ; 
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attracts and retains employees ; and improves morale by showing that the 

employer cares about employees. Last but non least it cuts absenteeism and

tardiness caused by undependable kid attention agreements. When a 

concern is in support of kid attention plans it is a clear underside line 

investing. 

Execution 

West View will carefully analyze the demands of its work force, and its ain 

ability to run into those demands when originating dependent attention 

schemes. Establishing a direction employee commission to assist be after 

the plan or service will be the following measure ; followed by marketing the 

thought to all employees to allow them cognize the benefits of holding an on-

site day care centre. 

Decision 

The mean company president would shy away when the Numberss are given

about how much a day care centre would be. The long term investing in 

employees ‘ good being is deserving every penny spent. 
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